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i hope this clarifies things for you. it might sound a bit confusing, but just remember you can do everything legally and all
that. well the reason you cant use software that was cracked in the first place is because the person had a shitty idea of the
world and they just wanted a way out. if their idea of the world was so far gone that they had to get something free, then its
their faults. if not, if they did have a good idea, but they just wanted a way out, then its their faults. but again, their fault or
not, but its your choice. but as much as you can argue, it is still that person's fault. so i hope that clears things up for you.

now, i will tell you this, piracy is all about stealing, or the ownership of the product through the business model that they have
created for them to make money, not some sort of agenda or conspiracy. so even though its illegal, i am sure a lot of people
have done it. so thats it, im going to leave it at that and not go into it more, because its all pretty basic. so i hope this clears
up some questions and concerns that are set in your mind regarding piracy and downloaders. the most important thing to

remember is that its still you are your own person, whatever you do. if it fits into your ideal, then its cool. so whatever you do,
do it for yourself because thats the only person that is benefiting from it. not for the greedy or illegal companies who have

stole and profit from these products. so again, if you like to learn or dabbled around in these programs and eventually it came
to you that you want to produce music or any other good product, its up to you to make the final decision whether you want
to try to become the next taylor swift or not, if you are capable of doing it at all, but if not, just keep doing what you want to

do because nothing can stop you, the worlds not built in stone.
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if a company is to continue in business, then they must
have cash. they have a product to sell. the product can be
their service, a product, or whatever they are doing. if they
have customers, they get paid, and pay their employees. to
pay their employees they need cash. if they have cash, they
can then pay for r&d, which means they can possibly create
a new product. so, if a company has to pay for r&d, but its
not in production then how do they do that? answer: they
can either try to borrow that cash and hope they can pay

the interest or they can borrow less in order to continue to
pay those interest and not do research. the point is that

they cant borrow less because their money has to pay for
their employees and their employees cant do much without
a product. so, in a very short time, a company goes to the
point where it cant do r&d. and so it never evolves.  now,

lets bring this back to a plugin. most plugins cost anywhere
from $99.99 to $799.99. therefore if someone were to

download a plugin from say the internet, they would be
stealing not just a high quality software product, but they
are also stealing someone elses cash. the plugin creator

went out and spent a lot of time and money to create that
product. thats its cost. when a company releases that

product, they spent money making that plugin. for that
product to be as good as it can be, they must invest in it.
and now, because someone has stolen it, they are out the
cost of a product. the factory/developers/designers of that
plugin might have been their future clients, but because
someone stole that product, they cant have that product.
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